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Herzlich willkommen bei den remug news
Kurz vor der MacworldCreativePro Conference & Expo, die zum letzten Mal in New York stattfinden wird, kommt
diese Ausgabe der remug news.
In einem Rückblick fasse ich die Ereignisse in unserer User Group und in der Mac-Welt zusammen. Dann folgen Tipps
zum Mac und zum Schluss zwei Berichte in englischer Sprache aus den TidBITS, zum einen über iMovie 3 (von Jeff
Carlson) und der andere über iPhoto 2 (von Adam C. Engst).
Viel Spass beim Lesen
Mario Vasella
Redaktor remug news

Rückblick remug
remug treff Januar
Kurz nach der Macworld Expo konnte Mario Vasella eine MiniPRO Snow Maus verlosen, der glückliche Gewinner war Roland
Schreier. Die Maus wurde von Contour Design, Inc. zur Verfügung
gestellt, vielen Dank.

remug treff Februar

PowerBook G4 x 4:
An diesem remug treff hatten wir vier 15" PowerBook G4, das
musste natürlich im Bild festgehalten werden.

Mario Vasella übergibt Roland Schreier die MiniPRO Snow

Oben sieht man wie dünn die PowerBooks sind, bei vielen PCNotebooks könnte man bei gleicher Höhe (10 cm) nur zwei
aufeinanderstellen.
(mv)
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remug news April-Ausgabe
Am 1. April gab es eine Sonderausgabe der remug news, diesmal
nicht im PDF- sondern im HTML-Format.
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Woche später Xserve und Xserve RAID und zum Abschluss noch
der Mac OS X 10.2.4-Update.
28. April 2003
Ein wichtiges Datum in der Geschichte von Apple:
Der "iTunes Music Store" wurde eröffnet. Im iTunes
Music Store kann man ganz einfach und vor allem
legal Songs vom Internet herunterladen und über Kreditkarte bezahlen. Der einzige Nachteil ist, dass Apple
erst in den USA mit der Musikindustrie Verträge ausgehandelt hat
und deshalb verlangt, dass die Kreditkartenadresse in den USA ist.

Worldwide Developers Conference
Dieses Grossereignis fand in der Zwischenzeit schon statt: Die
WWDC (Worldwide Developers Conference). Knapp zwei Monate
vor Beginn verschob Apple die Worldwide Developers Conference
um einen Monat mit der Begründung, dass sichergestellt werden
soll, dass jeder Teilnehmer ein Preview von Panther,
der nächsten Mac OS X-Version, erhalten kann. Der
neue Termin war vom 23. bis 27. Juni in San Francisco (und nicht wie geplant in San Jose). Verständlicherweise hatten die Veranstalter der MacHack, die in
der Woche vorher stattfindet (19. bis 21. Juni), keine Freude an diesem Datum. In einer Pressemitteilung wird die Verschiebung so
kommentiert: "Where does a 600-pound gorilla sit? Anywhere it
wants is the punch line to that one."
Die Sacramento Macintosh User Group, MacNexus, lieferte die
Idee zum Aprilscherz über den 32" iMac mit einem 2 GHz G5Prozessor. In der Zwischenzeit ist der Prozessor Wirklichkeit
geworden, der Rest ist aber immer noch erfunden (oder Zukunft ?).
(mv)

Rückblick Mac-Welt
Macworld Expo San Francisco
Wieder einmal ist eine Macworld Expo vorbei —
und was für eine. So geniale Produkte kamen von
Apple: iLive, Keynote und ganz speziell Safari, auch
das 17" PowerBook mit der bei Dunkelheit beleuchteten Tastatur dem lange erwarteten schnelleren AirPort. Auch bei anderen Firmen gab es aussergewöhnliche Neuheiten, einige davon werde ich im Bericht
über die Ausstellung vorstellen. Im Software-Bereich
hat sich Mac OS X durchgesetzt, und einige Programme aus der Linux-/UNIX-Welt sind auf Mac OS X
portiert worden.
Diese neuen Produkte sind dringend nötig, da die Wintel-Konkurrenz langsam aufholt. So zum Beispiel bei AirPort. Dreieinhalb Jahre noch Einführung von AirPort habe einige PC-Hersteller die drahtlose Computer-Kommunikation entdeckt: In einem Elektronik-Supermarkt habe ich massenweise Wireless-ADSL-Router gesehen.
Neue Apple Produkte
Im Gegensatz zu anderen Jahren ging es bei Apple ab Ende Januar
der Macworld Schlag auf Schlag. Wöchentlich sind neue Geräte
herausgekommen: Zuerst ein 20" LCD-Display und schnellere PowerMacs, dann schnellere iMacs und billigere eMacs, wieder eine

Was Steve Jobs dann aber an der Keynote präsentierte, war die
Verschiebung wert. Neben dem angekündigten Preview von Panther wurde endlich
der lange erwartete G5-Prozessor vorgestellt. Seine 64-Bit-Architektur und weitere Neuentwicklungen bei den Systemkomponenten machen den PowerMac G5 zum
schnellsten Desktop-Computer. iChat AV
und die iSight Kamera ermöglichen Videokonferenzen ohne Konfigurationsaufwand.
MacExpo in Köln
Nach drei Jahren Unterbruch fand in
Deutschland wieder einmal eine MacMesse statt, die MacExpo in Köln vom 21.
bis 23. Juni. Mit 11464 Besuchern und
über 70 Ausstellern und Marken war die Expo ein Erfolg. Mit der
Vorführung des neuen Power Mac G5 Rechners zusammen mit der
Digitalkamera iSight und dem Programm iChat AV durch Apple
Deutschland am Vormittag des dritten Messetages erhielt die MacExpo ein absolutes Top-Highlight. Der neue Termin für die MacExpo 2004: 21. - 23. Juni 2004 in Köln.
Casady & Greene
"Goodnight Everyone from C&G" - Mit diesen Worten verabschiedete sich nach 19 Jahren Casady & Greene, eine Firma die für
die Mac-Community viel getan hat. Eines der bekanntesten Produkte von C&C war Conflict Catcher. Ab dem 3. Juli gibt es diese
Firma nicht mehr. Auf der Webpage <http://www.casadyg.com/> ist
eine Liste mit Supportadressen für C&G-Produkte.
(mv)
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Tipps zum Mac
Software Update
Wer wie ich mehrere Macs besitzt oder mehrere System-Disks
hat, hat sich sicher schon darüber geärgert, dass die Updates, die
beim Programm "Software Update" installiert werden nicht gespeichert werden. Diese mehrmaligen Download erspart die Funktion
"Download Checked Items to Desktop" im Menu "Update". Die Updater werden auf dem Desktop gespeichert und können an andere
Orte kopiert und dann installiert werden.

Im gleichen Menu kann man auch Updates, die man nicht installieren will, inaktiv schalten, sie werden dann in der Liste nicht mehr
angezeigt.
Mailingliste "kbchanges"
Wer immer auf dem laufenden sein möchte, kann sich bei Apples
Mailingliste "kbchanges" einschreiben unter:
<http://www.lists.apple.com/mailman/listinfo/daily-kbase-changes>
In dieser Liste informiert Apple über Änderungen in der AppleCare Knowledge Base und über neue Updates. In der Knowledge
Base sind Probleme (falls möglich mit der Lösung), Tipps zu Programmen oder Geräten und Anleitungen beschrieben.
Achtung: Diese Liste und die Dokumente in der Knowledge Base
sind in englisch und die Liste liefert fast täglich Mails von einigen
kBytes !
(mv)

iMovie, Take 3
All during 2002, I expected Apple to announce a new version of
iMovie. After all, the last major update to the free video editor happened way back when iMovie 2 was released in July of 2000. By the
time Macworld Expo San Francisco 2003 rolled around, I wondered
if Apple had forgotten about its original iApp. Apparently not: Steve
Jobs showed off iMovie 3 during the Macworld keynote, and the
program was released late last week as part of iLife. iMovie is available now as an 82 MB download via Software Update or from
Apple's Web site.
A New Scene
Apple couldn't update iMovie without changing its interface somehow, and the adjustments in iMovie 3 are mostly good news. The
program finally runs in its own window, rather than monopolizing
your screen. This lets you not only resize the window, but also drag
in other media files such as photos or movies. Unlike earlier versions, iMovie 3 can import QuickTime movies that aren't specifically formatted as DV media.
iMovie's interface now offers only three playback controls while
editing: Rewind, Play/Stop, and Play Full Screen. Also, the timeline
viewer and clip viewer share one space, called the Liquid Timeline
because of the way it morphs from one to the other when you switch
between them.
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I've run into at least one interface annoyance, however. Because
the entire window uses Apple's brushed metallic texture, clicking
anywhere that's not specifically a control can move the entire
window. If I accidentally click a few pixels above the playhead,
iMovie 3 can fly partially off the screen. Also, iMovie 3 requires a
minimum resolution of 1024 by 768 pixels, meaning that owners of
clamshell-style iBooks can't use the program on the 800 by 600
pixel display.
Sound Decisions
One of my favorite new additions is more control over editing
audio levels. Clicking the Edit Volume button in the timeline view
displays audio lines that you can click and drag to change volume
levels within a clip. This is great if, for example, you want to lower
background music without completely fading it out. The Audio pane
also accesses your iTunes library, which makes it much easier to add
music clips.
Burn(s)ed
One of the splashiest new features is the Ken Burns Effect, so
named because of the way documentary filmmaker Burns animates
still photos by zooming and panning across them. In iMovie 3, these
still photos come from your iPhoto photo albums, which show up in
iMovie's new Photos pane. You simply set the clip's duration and a
zoom level and position for the start and for the end of the animated
clip; iMovie calculates the images in-between.
Unfortunately, Apple is too enthusiastic about its new effect, resulting in more work for the user. Any imported photo, even if it didn't
come from iPhoto, gets rendered as a movie with the Burns treatment applied. The workaround is to type Command-period before
the clip renders; only then can you change the clip's duration by
double-clicking it and entering a new time in the Clip Info window.
Outtakes
iMovie 3 sports a few other notable features. The new sound
effects from Skywalker Sound have the potential for actually being
useful; there are new titles, transitions, and effects; and I'm looking
forward to setting chapter markers for later import into iDVD when
I get my hands on the full iLife package.
However, iMovie 3 suffers from degraded performance on some
systems. On the two machines I've tested, a 400 MHz Titanium
PowerBook G4 and a 600 MHz iBook, playback stutters noticeably,
with audio and video frames dropped at random (other users report
similar problems at Apple's iMovie discussion forum). The problem
could be a matter of system tuning: some people have reported improvements by manually performing some of Mac OS X's background maintenance tasks or fixing permissions using Disk Utility
(though I experienced no improvement); see Dan Slagle's "Unofficial" iMovie FAQ for more details. Given that I can smoothly play
back video in a more complex application such as Final Cut Express, I doubt the problem is related to older hardware. If you're
seeing the same problems, I encourage you to take advantage of
Apple's iMovie feedback Web page or by choosing Provide iMovie
Feedback from the iMovie menu.
Overall, iMovie 3 is a promising update, offering new features
that give amateur video editors more options. With more work and
some dedicated attention to fixing some glitches and performance
issues on Apple's part, iMovie 3 could become the update I've been
waiting for.

Dieser Artikel stammt von Jeff Carlson <jeffc@tidbits.com>,
erschienen in den TidBITS, Nummer 665 vom 3. Februar 2003
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iPhoto 2 Steps into the Frame
For me, the commitment of writing a book goes beyond the initial
effort because I end up being linked with the book's topic for what
feels like the rest of time. When that happened with the Internet and
Eudora, I wasn't bothered, since the Internet and Eudora are parts of
my everyday life.
I was unsure of how the relationship would work out with iPhoto
after writing iPhoto 1.1 for Mac OS X: Visual QuickStart Guide,
since as much as I liked and used iPhoto 1.0 and then 1.1, I don't
take enough photos to need to use the program on a daily basis. But
the real problem with committing wholeheartedly to iPhoto was that
the program had some glaring holes with sharp edges, and I couldn't
really argue with the people who complained about its performance,
its haphazard interface, or the way many features seemed to stop
short of what users wanted.
So although I didn't know iPhoto 2 would be announced Macworld Expo, I wasn't surprised because iPhoto 1.1 so clearly needed
a significant upgrade. Is iPhoto 2 the upgrade I and so many others
were hoping for? With last week's release, we can look at the program in enough detail to decide whether the new version breaks new
ground or is merely a welcome update.
Importing
I haven't seen any changes to the way iPhoto imports pictures,
which is unfortunate, because it means iPhoto still can't import a selection of photos from your camera or memory card - it's all or nothing. Since importing is slow, sometimes you want to import just a
few photos without waiting for or dealing with all the other photos
on the card, and importing sets of photos helps make film rolls more
topical. You can still use Image Capture to simulate this feature, or
if you have a memory card reader, you can import a selection of
photos by dragging them into iPhoto from the Finder.
The solution is clear. Import mode makes little sense now, since
the main display pane shows the current album even when you're
importing. Instead, iPhoto should display thumbnails for the photos
on the camera or memory card in the display pane, and the Import
button should be replaced by two buttons: Import Selected Photos
and Import All.
Also unchanged is the way iPhoto declares itself the caretaker of
all your digital photos, filing them away chronologically in the
iPhoto Library folder in your Pictures folder. This approach has
been controversial, since it forces people with long-standing filing
systems to give their photos over to iPhoto or duplicate everything.
Many people asked for iPhoto to work like iTunes, which can manage your MP3 files wherever they may be located by relying on a
reference to the file instead of the file itself. To be fair, iPhoto is in a
slightly different situation, since you don't generally edit MP3 files,
whereas iPhoto must track original and changed versions of photos.
For better or worse, iPhoto 2 sticks with the existing approach, but
at least the concern about iPhoto's collection of photos becoming
inaccessible is significantly reduced by iPhoto 2's new capability to
archive photos to CD or DVD.
Organizing
iPhoto's organize mode received both major and minor improvements in iPhoto 2. Most notable is the new Keywords window,
which replaces the tremendously awkward controls for assigning
and searching for keywords in iPhoto's earlier versions. It also lifts
the restriction on the number of keywords you can create.
The Keywords window provides a list of keywords; a pop-up
menu with commands for creating, renaming, and deleting keywords; Assign and Remove buttons; Show All and Search buttons;
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and a text field for searching for text in titles and comments.
Although the Keywords window is a huge improvement over the
previous interface, it's still weird, with the Assign and Remove buttons using a different style from the Show All and Search buttons.
And the items in the keyword list have two selection states - highlighted with the selection color if you've clicked them and highlighted with gray if they are assigned to the currently selected photo.
Along with useful new functionality, such as being able search for
a set of photos using keywords and then apply a new keyword to the
found set, Apple also built in some welcome tricks. Double- clicking
a keyword searches for that keyword; Option-double- clicking
assigns it to the selected photos. When you search for a keyword,
iPhoto also finds photos with that keyword in their title or comments, and if you perform a text search for a word that's also a keyword, iPhoto finds keyworded photos too.
By moving the keywords interface and the checkboxes for titles,
keywords, and film rolls out of the tool area in organize mode,
Apple was able to eliminate the need for a separate share mode
entirely. This is a big win, since share mode made little sense given
that the display pane continued to show whatever album or book
was active. The share tools now appear in organize mode, making
them more easily accessible and removing complexity from the program. A new View menu lets you toggle the display of titles, keywords, and film rolls, and lets you arrange your photos in different
ways, with "by Title" being a new addition.
Editing
Despite having the excellence of Caffeine Software's free PixelNhance staring them in the face, Apple chose a different route with
two new editing features, Enhance and Retouch.
Most film photo processors manipulate pictures slightly when
printing because they've learned that most customers prefer goodlooking photos to accurate reproductions of the original. So they
may bump up the brightness or increase the saturation of colors in
an attempt to produce a more pleasing photo. That's exactly what
iPhoto's Enhance button tries to do, but just as with the photo processors, it sometimes screws up. From what I can tell, it adjusts
brightness and contrast, sometimes for just parts of the photo, and it
can improve colors, such as by warming up skin tones or changing
blue-tinted snow to white. It may be doing more, but Apple hasn't
said exactly what. In my testing, it improved about half of the photos, made no appreciable difference for a few, made most of the rest
slightly worse, and royally screwed up several (so be prepared to
take advantage of iPhoto's multiple Undos). In short, it's always
worth trying Enhance, since it can help some photos, but don't
assume that what it does will be better than the original or what you
can do with iPhoto's still-awkward brightness and contrast controls
or PixelNhance's color correction tools.
I've recently discovered a feature that's in both iPhoto 1.1.1 and
2.0 that simplifies comparing the results of the Enhance button with
the original. Press the Control key after clicking Enhance (or
making any editing change), and iPhoto flashes back to the way the
photo looked before the change. Let up on the Control key and
you're seeing the edited version again. It's a fabulously quick way to
see before and after images.
Where Enhance works on the entire photo, you use the Retouch
brush on very small parts of the image. Speaking as someone with a
ton of kid photos, it's easier to clean a photo using Retouch than it is
to hassle your child to wipe that bit of jelly off his face. Retouch
blends the colors around the area you're fixing well, but can't handle
large areas. When I tried to erase a piece of paper in a shirt pocket
with Retouch, it ended up looking like a large dust bunny instead.
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I've also learned two other useful editing tricks that still exist in
iPhoto 2. When you're working with a constrain rectangle in Edit
mode, press the Option key to switch it from portrait to landscape,
which is easier than switching the selection in the Constrain pop-up
menu. And if you want to switch to None in the Constrain menu
briefly, press the Command key while you're dragging.

iPhoto's integration with the rest of the iLife suite is most obvious
with the iDVD button, which takes your selected photos and sends
them to iDVD for simple creation of a DVD-based slideshow for
viewing with any DVD player. I haven't had a chance to test this yet,
but it's a great idea for a simple way to share a lot of photos via a big
screen.

Sharing
When it comes to sharing photos, Apple has given us a number of
welcome enhancements, although many leave me wanting more.

Missing from the share tool buttons in iPhoto 2.0 is an Export
button, but its functionality remains accessible if you select the
desired photos and choose Export from the File menu. Little, if anything, has changed in the Export tools. Since third-party export plugins such as Simeon Leifer's useful BetterHTMLExport plug-in or El
Gato's Toast plug-in caused problems during the iPhoto 1.0 to 1.1.1
update, I recommend removing them before updating to 2. A new
version of BetterHTMLExport is now available (as $20 shareware,
not freeware), and I suspect an update to the Toast plug-in will be
forthcoming, since it's still useful in iPhoto 2.

If you like printing photos on your own printer, you may appreciate the two new styles: N-Up and Sampler. N-Up lets you fill a page
with 2, 4, 6, 9, or 16 images, either of the same photo or of a set of
selected photos, and is quite similar to the Contact Sheet style. The
Sampler style comes with two templates. The first displays a single
large photo and two smaller ones on a single page, and the se-cond
arranges five smaller pictures around a single large photo. The effect
is not unlike printing pages from iPhoto's book layouts, but it's nowhere near as flexible as Econ Technologies $20 Portraits & Prints,
particularly with their $10 Portraits & Prints Template Maker.
iPhoto's Slideshow feature has been enhanced by integrating it
with iTunes. When you want to pick a song to play with a slideshow, you now have access from within iPhoto to all your iTunes
music, complete with a search function. Each photo album can even
have its own song attached. Annoyingly, iPhoto's slideshow doesn't
even notice a second monitor. But far worse is the painfully obvious
fact that a slideshow can still have only a single song associated
with it, and that song will repeat as necessary if the slideshow lasts
longer than the song. iPhoto should let users pick multiple songs or
select iTunes playlists - that would be real integration with iTunes.
If you're looking for other sounds for slideshows, check out the $50
SmartSound Movie Maestro, which helps you build professional
soundtracks for movies and slideshows (but read the help for
instructions on use with iPhoto).
The embarrassing limitation in iPhoto 1.1.1 of being able to send
photos via email only with Apple's Mail has now been lifted, and
iPhoto 2 uses the same technique as Simon Jacquier's free iPhoto
Mailer Patcher: a custom AppleScript script and icon for each of the
supported programs (America Online, Eudora, Mail, and Microsoft
Entourage). Simon has updated iPhoto Mailer Patcher, letting you
use iPhoto 2 with Emailer, Mailsmith, Outlook Express, PowerMail,
and QuickMail Pro. You must still pick your preferred email client
from iPhoto's Preferences window rather than it picking up your
default email client from the Internet preference pane.
Ordering prints and books, and uploading to .Mac HomePage albums hasn't changed significantly, but new among the share tools is
a .Mac Slides button that uploads the selected photos to your iDisk
so others can view them as a screensaver using their Screen Effects
preference pane in Mac OS X 10.2 Jaguar (choose .Mac, click
Configure, and enter the .Mac member name - use "adamengst" to
see pictures of Tristan). iPhoto does shrink the size of the uploaded
photos to reduce download time and iDisk space usage, but they still
look decent in the screensaver.
The Desktop button does double duty in iPhoto 2, replacing the
Screensaver button in iPhoto 1.1.1. If you select a single photo and
click Desktop, iPhoto makes it the Desktop picture on your main
monitor. If you select multiple photos, clicking Desktop sets those
photos to be a screensaver slideshow _and_ rotates through them as
your Desktop picture. There's a problem, though. If you want a set
of photos to be your screensaver, reset the Desktop picture to use a
single photo or risk having your Dock crash and relaunch itself on a
periodic basis. A future version of Mac OS X will fix the bug.

You might wonder why the Toast plug-in retains its utility in
iPhoto 2 when there's a Burn button for archiving selected photos
and albums to either CD or DVD. Although iPhoto 2's new capability to archive to CD or DVD is wonderful, especially for backing up
your photos (it even shows you how much space the selected photos
will take on the destination), it creates an iPhoto Library folder on
the disc and retains iPhoto's chronological organization within that
folder. iPhoto 2 can display the contents of those discs in its album
pane (complete with a hierarchical view of albums you had selected
when you burned the disc), but you wouldn't want to send the disc to
a friend without iPhoto. It's great for friends with iPhoto, though,
since they can just pop the discs in, view the contents in iPhoto, and
copy files into their Photo Library albums for editing or rearranging
into books.
Archiving may be the most important new feature in iPhoto 2
because it reduces any worry that iPhoto will go south, forcing you
to extract your precious photos from iPhoto's hierarchical folder
structure manually. I've kept a set of photos outside iPhoto for safety
until now, but this feature made me sufficiently comfortable to commit all future photos just to iPhoto. It also makes me sorry that my
iBook has only a CD-ROM drive, since I'd probably back up irreplaceable vacation photos while traveling if it had a CD-RW drive.
Archiving, particularly to CD-RW media, can also replace the
clumsy workaround for merging the work you do in iPhoto on your
laptop while traveling with your main iPhoto Library back home.
Instead of exporting sets of photos, transferring those to the desktop
Mac, and importing again, you can now burn a CD of your vacation
snapshots and copy them back to your main iPhoto Library, retaining all titles and keywords. A better future approach would rely on
Apple's iSync.
Still clumsy, though, is sharing a single iPhoto Library between
two users on the same machine or between two Macs over a network
(don't even think about doing it without at least 100Base-T Ethernet
between the two computers). Brian Webster's free iPhoto Library
Manager still works with iPhoto 2 and remains the best way to
manage multiple libraries and to share libraries. When sharing on
the same machine, make sure to store your iPhoto Library folder in
your Shared folder, set the permissions in the Get Info window for
Others to Read/Write, and apply those settings to enclosed folders if
you want to allow editing of images. Again, I'd like to see Apple use
iSync as a way to keep two users' collection of the same photos in
sync, perhaps with a special keyword that identified which photos
should be synchronized.
Miscellaneous
iPhoto 2 boasts performance improvements, but there's room for
more. When you're looking at a single photo in the main window (in
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either organize or edit mode), iPhoto pre- loads photos on either side
of the current one so moving to the next photo doesn't have to draw
a rough preview first, then refine it a second or two later. Or at least
that's the theory. After a while in iPhoto, this feature often seemed
to stop working, although quitting and relaunching always restored
it. Other actions, such as resizing the iPhoto window, changing the
thumbnail size for thousands of photos, or scrolling through a large
Photo Library, still aren't smooth, even on my dual 1 GHz Power
Mac G4 (though they weren't notably worse on my 500 MHz
PowerPC G3-based iBook). The spinning pizza of death showed up
more frequently than I would have liked, but in defiance of its nickname, it has usually gone away on its own.
That's not to imply iPhoto 2 has been a paragon of stability (not
that 1.1.1 was either). It has crashed seven times on me so far,
mostly in relation to importing, which is why I always recommend
avoiding the "Erase camera contents after transfer" checkbox.
Upgrading to iPhoto 2 changes the format of your iPhoto Library, so
it's a good idea to make a backup of both the iPhoto 1.1.1 disk
image and your iPhoto Library in case you feel the need to revert.
Some people will find the addition of AppleScript support particularly welcome, though I haven't been able to confirm how complete
it is. It looks, for instance, as though you can read the date of a
photo via a script, but you can't change it, something you can do to a
single photo (but not multiple photos) in iPhoto's interface. Since
digital cameras sometimes lose track of the correct date, a script that
set dates for multiple images would be helpful.
One final comment. iPhoto 2 offers contextual menus of the standard commands when you Control-click or right-click on photos in
organize or edit mode. The commands are available elsewhere, but
the menu can provide faster access. For instance, you can Controlclick a photo and choose "Edit in external editor" more quickly than
you can toggle iPhoto's preferences.
Overall
iPhoto 2 is a must-have upgrade if you're already an iPhoto user.
It's better than 1.1.1 in every way, and some of the new features, like
archiving and unlimited keywords, make it much easier to give your
photo collection over to iPhoto. As a free download it's particularly
worthwhile, and even as part of the $50 iLife suite, it's a good value
if you also need the other components (iTunes 3, iMovie 3, and
iDVD 2) or lack a high speed Internet connection to ease the 32 MB
download.
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But at the same time, there's much in iPhoto 2 that disappoints.
Why can't slideshows use an iTunes playlist instead of just a single
song? Why can't you download only a subset of photos from your
camera into iPhoto? Why hasn't Apple provided a clean way to
share an iPhoto Library with other users of your Mac? Why can't
you edit photo titles underneath the photo, rather than in the information pane? I'm happy to accept limitations that are out of iPhoto's
scope, such as Photoshop-like editing tools, but these lapses are so
blatant that it's hard to imagine why they're still missing a year after
iPhoto first appeared. Don't get me wrong, I like iPhoto 2 a lot, and
I'm already deep into updating my iPhoto Visual QuickStart Guide
to cover it. It's just frustrating to see a program with so many hints
of greatness dragged down by what look like sloppy omissions.
Dieser Artikel stammt von Adam C. Engst <ace@tidbits.com>,
erschienen in den TidBITS, Nummer 665 vom 3. Februar 2003

Vorschau
In dem einige Monate dauernden Streit zwischen Apple und IDG, dem Veranstalter der
Macworld Expo, wurde doch noch eine Einigung erzielt: Nächste Woche findet die Expo
wie geplant in New York statt, jedoch unter
neuem Namen: MacworldCreativePro Conference & Expo. Apple
wird mit einem grossen Stand vertreten sein, aber es wird keine
Keynote von Steve Jobs geben, stattdessen gibt es eine Feature Presentation von "Joz", Greg Joswiak, Vice President of Hardware
Product Marketing bei Apple. Vermutlich wird es keine grossen
Neuheiten geben, obwohl auf dem Internet diverse Gerüchte kursieren. Es ist von neuen PowerBooks die Rede, ebenso von 30" LCDDisplays, Tastaturen und Mäusen im Metall-Design, auch von
Tablett-PC hört man.
(mv)

Termine 2003 / 2004
14. - 18. 7. MacworldCreativePro Conference & Expo in New York
http://www.macworldexpo.com/
17.7.

remug - treff in Hohenems
http://www.rheintalweb.ch/vereine/remug/

21.8.

remug - treff in Hohenems

10. - 14. 9. Apple Expo in Paris
http://www.apple-expo.com/
18.9.

remug - treff in Hohenems

16.10.

remug - treff in Hohenems

20.11.

remug - treff in Hohenems

20. - 22. 11. MacExpo in London
http://www.mac-expo.co.uk/page.cfm
18.12.

remug - treff in Hohenems

5.-9. 1.2004 Macworld Expo in San Francisco

